SEATING MANUAL

VELOCITY

USER GUIDE

SIDE VIEW

Adjust the Back
Two buttons easily release the back from its
inward position. The ratchetback mechanism
gives you the choice of a normal back position
for sitting fully on the seat or the far forward
position for sitting midway on the chair.

Adjust the Armrest Height
To increase or decrease arm
height, press on the button.

Adjust the Lumbar Support
There are three gears to adjust the lumbar
support in the direction of the arrows.

Adjust the Armrest Width
Adjust the Seat
Seat Height/Tilt Lock lever raises or lowers
the seat to desired height and locks seat into
starting position in one convenient mechanism.
To raise, simply pull upward on lever until the
seat reaches a comfortable height. To lower, lift
upward on the lever while seated and release
to lock seat into desired position. To lock chair,
tilt into starting position and push lever inward.
To release tilt lock mechanism and free-float,
simply pull lever outward.
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Push down on the lever located
under the seat to unlock width
adjustment. Move the arm to the
desired width and pull up on the
lever to lock the arm in place.
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NOTE: Carefully check all parts according to the instructions
before assembling. Please assemble carefully to avoid
scratching surfaces, especially powder-coated surfaces.

Parts & Hardware
Item

Parts

Qty.

A

Back Support

1

B

Seat Plate

1

C

Armrest L/R

1 ea

D

Width Button
(207 adjusted armrest)

2

E

Base

1

F

Gas Lift

1

G

PU Caster

5

H

Allen Screws

4

I

Allen Wrench

1
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1. Assemble the Base, Casters & Gas Lift
Insert 5 casters [G] into the base [E]. Push hard until you feel or hear
the casters snap into place. With the base upright and casters on the
floor, insert the gas lift [F] into the base. Place the assembled seat on
top of the gas lift and apply downward pressure.

2. Assemble the Seat Plate & Back Support
Attach the back support [A] into the seat place [B] using four allen
screws [H]. Fully tighten screws using the allen wrench [I].

3. Assemble the Armrest & Seat Cushion
Attach armrests [C] to the seat cushion [B] with the arrow pointing
towards the width button [D] of the 207 armrest, locking the armrest
to the seat cushion.

4. Assemble the Seat Plate & Back Support
With the base [E] upright and casters [G] on the floor, insert the gas
lift [F] into the base. Place the assembled seat on top of the gas lift
and apply downward pressure.
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